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We would like to start this letter with the words of the kindest regards and gratitude for 
your time and interest. It’s no secret that Ukraine takes one of the leading IT positions in 
the world. As the matter of fact Ukraine is holding the 4th place worldwide with more than 
250 000 IT specialists all over the country, among them 50 000 certified IT specialists 
and 30 000 IT graduates annually. Please take into your consideration that these 
numbers are constantly growing. Due to the economic and domestic situations in the 
country for the past 25 years, the life level remains at the mark where there are 
interesting possibilities are opened for the IT market. The average salary is still one of the 
lowest in Europe, however the IT salaries allow the specialists to stay in the country and 
spend, invest money while raising Ukrainian domestic economy.  
 
According to the IAOP rating Ukraine is taking one of the leading positions in the Global 
Outsourcing 100 with offices and financial assets of such companies as EPAM, Ciklum, 
Luxoft, Intetics, Softjourn and Team International Services. The main criterias that 
have been used in compiling the list are: the size and pace of the company growth, the 
quality of the services, innovation and corporate social responsibility. Nowadays we can 
observe a few mainstreams in the outsourcing and outstaffing in Ukraine. They are: 
customer internet services, including online media, e-commerce, software including cloud 
services, enterprise, consumer and mobile integrators. Also mobile technologies, 
applications and gaming. According to the Forbes publications, such companies as 
Samsung Electronics, NetCracker, Aricent, SysIQ, Wargaming, Siemens, Magento, 
Sitecore, Playtech, Huawei, Crytek and many others fill themselves comfortable and 
safe dealing with Ukrainian outsourcing and outstaffing companies, at the same time 
satisfying their needs in technical support, software development and testing, business 
process, data entry services, system administration, mobile applications development, 
financial and security back offices. And it is not only about saving funds and making any 
business sector much more profitable, it is also about high level qualified specialists with 
market experience and skills. 
 
Worldwide well-known companies from the list such as: TradeBridge, HealthBridge, 
DCM, Landis+Gyr, FNDS 3000 Corp, Visotronix Gaming, Sable, EveryZ, Aweb, 
Infosoft, iTEAM international, eFisco, SoftKey, Gameloft and Global IT prefer to 
outsource and outstaff their IT needs to the Ukrainian specialists.  
 
Ukraine's IT outsourcing market has become the most attractive destination in Eastern 
Europe. Outsourcing to Ukraine and the collaboration are facilitated by our geographical 



and cultural proximity to Europe. All these factors ensure an easy and trouble-free 
cooperation of Ukrainian software developing companies with their customers from all 
over the world. We have more than 880 universities, colleges and technical schools. 
Imagine 670,000 students with technical specialization graduating each year and 30 000 
of them are in the IT field. So we have got a growing developing economic and industrial 
base due to solid fundamental technical education and the rapidly growing Ukraine 
outsource market. 
 
Here in Ukraine over 50 000 experts are employed in the Information Technology 
industry. This abundance of available IT specialists allows us to keep up with the most 
rigorous demands of IT management and product development standards. Today Ukraine 
is a really well-formed and mature software development hub of highly demanded and 
skilled developers. 
 
At Garuda - Invest we provide full range of software development outsourcing and 
outstaffing services. Our innovative and quality approach allows us to create effective 
software development solutions for both local and international markets. Garuda - Invest 
is able to create software solutions using variety of technologies ranging from web 
applications, 2- and 3-tier system and kernel mode, and desktop applications that are 
used in industries such as Healthcare, Insurance, Public Utilities, Financial Services, 
Banking, Digital Entertainment, Gaming, Gambling, Betting and Mining. 
 
Our software implementation process includes complete design and development of 
custom software applications, quality assurance, software deployment, and further 
maintenance and improvement. The dedicated team of highly professional QA 
specialists uses a wide range of comprehensive testing methods and tools to ensure that 
we deliver fully functional and reliable solutions. We successfully solve tasks of any 
complexity, from manual testing to test automation by applying traditional development 
processes as well as Agile methodology. 
 
At Garuda - Invest we offer manual and automated Quality Assurance services on 
multiple platforms and perform complex testing of software functionality and performance. 
We offer mobile application development services that enable our clients to increase their 
visibility on the Web and mobile, boost productivity and get instant access to real-time 
data and existing system. 
 
Hope that you find this information useful and interesting.  
 
 
Sincerely, 
Igor Mykhasko 
 
CEO, Customer relations manager 
Garuda – Invest ltd. 
+380959241645 
e-mail: garuda.inv@gmail.com 
 


